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Cuvée (a blend, i.e., a wine produced from a mixture of several
grape varieties) is the perfect word to describe this beautiful home
built by Elite Development Northwest. From “rustic” to “refined”,
this home has masterfully blended many styles to create the perfect
entertainer’s dream home.
Designed to bring the outside in and the inside out, the house
is not limited to the 5350 square feet of living space. The
inviting covered front porch offers a cozy space to sit and
see the view. When you enter the front door, your view
does not stop at the gorgeous interior but continues on
straight outside. With the large glass paneled doors fully
opened, exposing the relaxing sound of water cascading
down the massive waterfall, you don’t even feel like you
are leaving the house as you step onto the furnished and
heated covered outdoor areas, doubling the living and entertaining space. Across the pond, floating steps will take you from one
outdoor living space to another and right back into the house.
While inside, enjoy the massive lodge style fireplace and timber
trusses fronting a gorgeous library with rolling ladder as entrance

to the spa like master suite. Adjoining the comfortable great room,
friends and family can gather around the large island in the gourmet
kitchen during meal preparation. Gourmet or aspiring cooks will
appreciate the top of the line Wolf appliances showcasing the gas
range top with huge French top burner for the savviest of cooks.
A tiled planter wall gives a feeling of elegance in the dining
room. Look up and you will see vaulted caverns with windows
bringing in natural light. Maybe the most impressive is the 11’
tall glass wine room, visible from several spaces, equipped to
showcase a prized wine collection.
This sprawling floor plan leaves no room for unused living
spaces tucked away upstairs. Two levels separated only by 3
steps, provides character to a one level home. Four generously sized bedrooms and 4 ½ bathrooms means this house is
meant for family and friends to come and relax.
Elite Development is proud of our sustainable building practices,
this home is equipped with energy saving features such as solar panels, LED lighting, foam insulation and highly efficient appliances and
HVAC equipment.
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